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St Adalbert (better known under his Slavic name Wojciech) is [fig.1] first patron saint of Poland .
Contrary to other national patron saints of Central and Northern Europe St Adalbert was not, however, a
member of dynasty ruling the country. At that time almost every dynasty in newly converted countries
(including Polish Piasts) tried to have own patron saint and a best person was in every case a member of
ruling dynasty - very good example here is Norwegian St Olaf. But in Poland the situation developed in a bit
different way; it happened partly because of political events but partly because St Adalbert substituted a
royal dynasty member as a patron saint.
To explain how it happened is necessary to say some words about political background of St
Adalberts martyrdom. After Mieszko I (first Polish ruler recorded in written sources) died in 992 his son
Boleslav became to be his successor in the country. Poland, converted in 966, since 968 had own bishop.
How the first polish bishopric was organized is under discussion. But for ambitious Boleslav who obviously
wanted to be a king just one bishopric was not enough. He needed for himself a royal crown and an
archbishopric for the country. He aimed at this in close cooperation with Otto III, very young German King
and from 996 Roman Emperor who was his most important ally. From the other hand his main enemy
(beside of pagan Lutitians and Pruthenians) was at that time Czech ruler Boleslav II from the dynasty of
Premyslids. The fact that both Slavic princes: Polish Boleslav and Czech Boleslavs had the same name was
not accidental as Polish Boleslavs mother was from Premyslids dynasty. This Czech ruling dynasty had
however problems at home with competing family of Slavikovicy ruling in the town of Libice in eastern
Bohemia. About 982 because of efforts to reconcile hostile families Adalbert, son of Slavnik, became to be a
bishop of Prague. He was however some years later expelled from his seat and his Czech diocese. Lives of
St Adalabert stress that it happened because he was as a priest very serious in religious and moral matters.
But it is necessary not to forget that Prague was a capital town of the family very hostile to his own.
Bishop of Prague and future saint went also to Rome where he was well accepted among monastic
intellectuals. It is necessary to add here that before Adalbert became to be a bishop he received in
Magdeburg a very good education in Othric’s cathedral school. After he spend some years in Rome and Italy
(including Monte Cassino) the Pope John XV - because of Willigis who was Adalberts superior as
archbishop of Mainz - force Adalbert to come back to Prague. Possibly competing families tried again to
establish peace. But already at the beginning of 995 Adalbert escape from Prague and went back to Italy and
Rome. At that time he meets for first time with Otto III. In Rome Adalbert refuse to come back to Prague and
traveled to France to Tours and to Paris. Finally he comes to Emperors Otto III court in Mainz. Here he
became to be a close friend of the Emperor. Vita prior suggest, that the friendship was so close that it even
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cause tales about its homosexual background .
At the same time the conflict between Premyslids and Slavnicovicy finds in Bohemia tragic end. At
th
27 September 995 Premyslids conquered the town Libice and killed all members of Slavinikovicy dynasty
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they found in the city including five Adalberts brothers . After it happened Pope Gregory no more insist on
Adalbert to come-back to Prague and allow him to abandon his seat but under condition that he come to
pagans as a missionary. Adalbert decide also to go to Gniezno to Polish prince Boleslav. What should be
stress here: In that way Adlabert decide to go to close ally of his own family and an ally of Emperor. Both
were enemies of Premyslids. What’s more - some territories in southern Poland (conquered about 990 in
cost of Premyslids) still belong to bishopric of Prague - so under Boleslav’s rule Adlabert could execute his
bishops power at least over some part of his own bishopric.
Adalbert, however, went to pagan Pruthenians to preach gospel. But his efforts comes in vain and he
was killed as a martyr at 23 April 997. Polish prince Boleslav ransom the corps of martyr for a big money (the
Lives tells about a gold of weight equal to this of martyr’s corps), and transport the relics to his capital town
Gniezno. Soon after in Rome the Pope declare Adalbert as a Saint and his brother Gaudentius appears on
one Ottos III charter from 2 December 999 as archiepiscopus Sancti Adalberti which is a proof that it was
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already decided to create in Gniezno an archbishopric . It happened formally in year 1000 when on so called
council of Gniezno, in presence of Emperor Otto III, the Polish archbishopric was established over Saints
Adalberts shrine. On the same council of Gniezno Emperor Otto III gives Boleslav royal rights and insignia
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(St Maurice spear which is a 10 century copy of German Heilige Lanze) and put him a crown on the head.
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Was it an formal royal coronation of Boleslaw or not is under discussion .
What is interesting, the cult of St Adalbert is in Polish historiography much better investigated as his
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life . It is astonishing because Adalberts curriculum vitae is well documented by contemporary Latin
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sources . [fig. 2]
This ecclesiastical sources create, as is usually the case, a picture of a perfect saint.
In consequence Adalbarts biography extracted uncritically from his first two Lives (as some Polish historians
of confessional links use to do) looks as follows: Adalbert was perfectly saint already in the school. As a
bishop of Prague was expelled twice from his seat because nobody will follow there his moral instructions.
Free of his bishops duties Adalbert wished to die as a martyr among pagans. However, when he went to
Polish prince Boleslav he send him in a improvised way to pagans in Prussia with a hope that they produce
from living Adalbert a dead but holy corpse delivering him relics absolutely necessary to create an
archbishopric and organize a council of Gniezno. And in that way a crazy missionary went to Prussia send
there by Machiavellian ruler. Adalbert landed in Prussia in an accidental spot, an accidental person brings
him to a small village, where he tried to convert some accidental peasants on local market, and – expelled
from that spot – finally died on his escape back to Gniezno when a band of pagans attacked him in fury.
Pagans did their job. Boleslav buy the holy corpse and established over Adalberts’ relics an archbishopric in
Gniezno.
Such reconstruction of events is an absurd. No serious ruler – and Boleslav was an absolutely
serious and reasonable ruler - may send in an improvised way his eminent guest to dangerous place just to
risk his life for own benefits. And especially not in case when the guest originated from an allied family,
belonged to the top of ecclesiastical elite of Europe and was a close friend of Emperor! From the other hand
Adalbert, although obviously inclined to mysticism and monastic life, was not a crazy episcopus vagans but
an absolutely serious prince of the church and a member of originally Czech powerful family deeply involved
in Central European political games. I suppose that Adalberts enthusiasm - expressed in his Lives - to go to
pagans and die as a martyr belong, like many other details, to literary genre of Vitae Sanctorum. As a saint
he simply should be like that. In reality he wonted rather to fulfill his mission well, it means convert pagans
successfully and subordinate them to Boleslav.
It means St Adalberts mission was a serious political adventure. As such it must have been well
prepared and had a target of value great enough to be worth work of emperors friend and Boleslavs
emissary. Such a mission was also not directed to an accidental place somewhere in Prussia. I agree with
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Gerard Labuda that only place in that region worth to be a target for St Adalberts mission was Truso , an
important port of trade in Vistula estuary - a very interesting place for Boleslav building his kingdom. The
name of the place of St Adalberst mission was in his Lives not recorded (to the question why I turn later on)
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Adalberts Lives however clearly stress that it was a town with a market . We should remember here that
serious missions of that time were directed usually to three kinds of places: Firstly – to royal courts, secondly
– to important assembly places, thirdly – to most important ports of trade. Every such place gives
missionaries a chance for success and – at the same time – almost a grantee of security.
St Adalberts mission must have been also well prepared. It is true that between his arrival to Poland
in late 996/beginning 977 and the start of the mission in early spring 997 (as St Adalbert died at 23 April 997)
was not much time. But about planned mission Boleslav and Adalbert (and possilbly even Otto III as well),
could decide earlier when Adalbert was on Emperors court. The lives testify that the transport for the mission
(boats with crew and warriors) was ready in proper time. What is most important the mission was also
politically prepared. The Lives testify an important role of a local leader described as dominus villae who
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received Adalbert in Pruthenian market town and introduce missionary to the assembly held there .
It seems also that the mission was at the beginning in some way similar to St Ansgar mission to
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Birka . The target was a trading place controlled by an assembly but the important role played there a single
person. This dominus villae by means of diplomacy was persuaded to help missionaries. Only the end of the
mission was absolutely different. In Birka the assembly allowed missionaries to preach Christianity, in Truso
the assembly expelled Adalbert and his two fellows (his brother Gaudentius and Polish guide Bogusza) from
the town. By this occasion the local protector of missionaries, much probably the over mentioned dominus
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villae , get in trouble as the assembly, because of missionaries, threatened him to be banished. So local
protector of mission, trying to save his own ass, must abandon missionaries as quick as possible. They,
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however, had no boat (as the boat with Polish crew bring them in the night in secret and disappeared ) and
missionaries were force to go back to Gniezno by walking along Vistula river. [fig.3].
In one of St Adalberts Lives appears however an episode depicting the Saint on his escape at the
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sea side . The episode is frequently used as an argument that the places of Adalberts mission and
martyrdom were located deep in Prussia far away from Vistula estuary - somewhere on Sambia peninsula.
Such theory is for me not convincing, as the episode belong to the sequence of dreams and supernatural
visions predicting Adalberts martyrium and appears after prophetic vision and before description of dream of
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similar kind .
So Adalberts way back to Gniezno leads in my opinion along Vistula river [fig.4]. But why the
research has so much trouble with Adalberts itinerary in Prussia and identification of places of his mission
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and martyrdom? We have two his Lives absolutely contemporary to the events, one (Vita prior) written two
years after martyrium, and the other (Vita altera of Brun of Querfurt) seven years after Adalberts death! It is

because both this lives are of foreign origins and, especially Vita prior written by John Canaparius in Rome is
locating the events according to a very special geography (Vita altera follows Vita prior with some variations).
Vita prior begins with such a picture of Slavic lands: Est locus in partibus Germaniae (…) quem incolae
Sclavoniam cognomine dicunt. It wrote a Roman citizen, Roman citizen of late ten century, but still a Roman.
We should also translate his words in following way. “On the edge of very barbarian land of Germany there is
an even most barbarian spot called the land of Slavs”. Following such a picture of the world Canaparius,
writing Adalberts story brings a plenty of place names from Italy, some but few from Germany and just two
from Poland (namely Gniezno and Gdansk). From pagan Prussia he has no one place name. But it was a
region totally outside of the limes of Christian world! The place names were obviously accessible. Both
Adalberts fellows went back from the mission alive and, in addition, by paying a ransom to pagans for Saint’s
corps somebody must go to the place of his martyrdom. Another point is that the Prussian actors of events
have also no personal names (with one very interesting exception) and are depicted like “pagan”, “dominus
ville” etc. But here is a more common strategy of damnatio memoriae at work.
We have however another source, an extract from lost Polish Life of St Adalbert (Passio S.
th
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Adalberti), an extract made in late 11 century and published as Passio from Tegernsee . In this source,
which is very short and very badly preserved, appears a name of the spot were St Adalbert finds his martyr
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death. The place name is recorded as Cholinum and no convincing Prussian or Baltic etymology was
proposed to explain the meaning and location of this place-name. After a small paleographical emendation,
however, the name became to be absolutely clear as a Slavic place-name Cholm which means a “mount”.
What’s more on the road back from Truso to Gniezno along Vistula river there is, in old borderland between
Slavic and Baltic realms an very old town called in Old Polish Cholm (recorded in Germanized version as
Kulm), today well known as Chełmno.
I suppose that Cholm was a place of St Adalberts martyrdom. What’s interesting, up till now we have
completely no idea where Adalberts martyrdom took place although on Boleslavs court at the beginning of
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11 century obviously everybody knows it. Adalberts fellows and witness of his death come back alive, some
people transport Adalberts corps from the place of his martyrdom to Gniezno, where he was buried in the
cathedrals shrine. But when the first Piast monarchy collapse, soon after Boleslavs death, St Adalberts
corpse was transferred to Prague when Czech prince Bretislav plundered Poland sunk into chaos of pagan
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revolt. After years of disorder when the Polish monarchy was reborn at the end of 11 century a new St
Adalberts corpse was found in Gniezno and transferred to the cathedral. In that way existed two absolutely
authentic corpses of the Saint, one his arm (which Otto III received in Gniezno for St Maurice spear), and
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one additional head and finger . But in time of chaos about the middle of the 11 century the knowledge
about the place of Adalberts martyrdom was totally forgotten.
There is an archaeological argument for my supposition. [Fig.5] Very close to the old town of Cholm
archeological excavations discovered very clear traces of a large basilica from early eleventh century. The
th
building was never finished as in thirties or forties of 11 century the construction works were stop and the
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not finished building was abandoned . About this basilica there is no single word in written sources and the
object up to the time of excavations was absolutely unknown! Basilica was located in a stronghold. Outside
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of the stronghold, there was also a big cemetery of 11 century discovered. The stronghold with basilica, one
of very few like that in Poland, do not fit well to the net of strategic Polish strongholds of Boleslavs time. It
may be however interpreted as a church commemorating the place of St Adalberts martyrdom, and, at the
same time, a center for future mission under construction. Pagan revolt in Poland finished this project and
erased the memory about the place of Adalberts martyrdom.

Fig.1 – St Adalbert as a martyr on place of his martyrdom with cut head put on the stock and the corpse
th
ready for transport (detail from the 12 century bronze Gate of Gniezno cathedral)
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Fig.2 – The Live of St Adalbert as represented on Bronze Gate of Gniezno Cathedral, 12 century (after
Europas Mitte um 1000. Katalog, A.Wieczorek, H.-M.Hinz eds., Stuttgart 2000, p.533.

Fig.3 – An old map of Vistula estuary (after W.Chudziak ed., Wczesnośredniowieczny szlak lądowy z Kujaw
do Prus (XI wiek), Toruń 1997), cover.

Fig.4 – A map of most important early centers of Christian religion in Poland, after Z.Kurnatowska, Die
Christianisierung Polens im Lichte der archaologischen Quellen, in: Europas Mitte um Jahr 1000, Band 1,
Stuttgart 2000, p.490.

Fig.5 – The plan of archaeological and architectural remains of the basilica discovered in Kaldus by
Chelmno, after W.Chudziak, Wcvzesnośredniowieczna przestrzeń sakralna…, p.78.
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